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Abstract “What force does an insect wing generate?” Finding answers to this enduring question is an essential step toward our understanding of interactions of moving objects with fluids that enable most living species such as insects, birds, and fish to travel efficiently and us to follow similar suit with sails, oars, and airfoils. We give a brief history of research in insect flight and discuss recent findings in unsteady aerodynamics of flapping flight at intermediate range Reynolds numbers ($10^{3}$–$10^{4}$). In particular, we examine the unsteady mechanisms in uniform and accelerated motions, forward and hovering flight, as well as passive flight of free-falling objects. The results obtained by “taking the insects apart” helped us to resolve previous puzzles about the force estimates in hovering insects, to elucidate basic mechanisms essential to flapping flight, and to gain insights about the efficiency of flight.

1. INTRODUCTION

Insects are abundant yet elusive. They are fantastic to watch but difficult to catch. From a fluid dynamics point of view, their diverse and stunning aerial acrobatics are the results of interactions between flapping wings and unsteady air flows. In the course of 350 million years, insects must have found some clever and efficient ways of interacting with fluids. Perhaps we can see the world of unsteady fluid dynamics through an insect.

Most insect wings appear as a blur. How do insects flap their wings? Equipped with newly invented slow-motion film, Marey (1868a) filmed tethered insects and also traced their wing tips using a glass hair. Although slow-motion film had a long history, it was about 90 years after Marey’s study that Jensen (1956) measured the wing kinematics of tethered locust flight, which were sufficient for aerodynamic analysis. High-speed filming has evolved to digital cameras, but obtaining useful and accurate kinematics requires controlled experimental conditions, good methodology to extract relevant kinematic variables, and great deal of patience. A few complete wing kinematics (both the wing orientation and angle of attack)
have been reported for insects tethered (Jensen 1956; Nachtigall 1966, 1974) and in free flight (Fry et al. 2003).

As the wing flaps, it creates swirls of air and generates aerodynamic forces that allow insects to dart forward, to turn, and to hover. Accurately measuring the instantaneous aerodynamic forces on a live insect remains a challenge. The early measurements of averaged forces were obtained by using delicate balances (Hollick 1940, Jensen 1956, Nachtigall 1974). The time-dependent forces on a wing are trickier to measure. Previous studies used piezo-electric probe (Cloupeau et al. 1979), strain-gauge (Wilkin & Williams 1993), and the laser interference pattern (Dickinson & Götz 1996, Zanker & Götz 1990) to measure forces ranging from milligrams to grams. To deduce the force on a single wing, all four (or two) wings are presumed to behave in the same way, which is approximately true in special cases, and the wing inertia and forces on the body must be subtracted (Wilkin & Williams 1993, Cloupeau et al. 1979, Jensen 1956). These effects all contribute to the uncertainty in the measurements.

Most theoretical predictions of aerodynamic forces on an insect wing are based on the similarity and differences between an insect wing and a classical airfoil. A brief early attempt in modeling the insect wing as a rowing oar was quickly dismissed and replaced by airfoil theories (Demoll 1918, Magnan & Sainte-Lague 1933, Weis-Fogh & Jensen 1956). Choosing an airfoil rather than a rowing oar as the “zeroth-order” approximation of an insect wing has profoundly influenced the research on insect flight both in quasi-steady and unsteady regimes. It assumes that the aerodynamic lift dominates the net force and the aerodynamic drag is negligible, which needs not be the case a priori (Wang 2004).

In 1956, Weis-Fogh & Jensen (1956) critically reviewed experimental and theoretical work based on quasi-steady analysis (Osborne 1951, von Holst & Kuchemann 1941, Walker 1925) prior to that time. The essence of a quasi-steady analysis is the assumption that the instantaneous forces on a wing are determined by its current motion and thus do not depend on the history. For example, in the blade-element analysis, the sectional force of each blade element is determined by applying lift-drag polar to the instantaneous velocity and the angle of attack, and the net force is the sum of the sectional forces. Weis-Fogh & Jensen (1956) concluded that the often-repeated claim that “insects cannot fly according to conventional aerodynamics” (Demoll 1918, Magnan & Sainte-Lague 1933, Osborne 1951) was more likely due to incomplete data and inadequate methods rather than the failure of the quasi-steady approximations.

Although quasi-steady analysis is conceptually straightforward, verifying it in live insects is tedious. The main difficulty lies in the simultaneous and accurate measurement of the time-dependent wing kinematics, the ambient flow, the aerodynamic forces on a single wing, and appropriately measured lift-drag polar of the same wing. In a set of tour de force experiments of tethered locusts in a wind tunnel, Jensen (1956) used a high-speed single-view camera and analyzed the motion using a projection method, which gives both the velocities and the angle of attack. The wind speed is set with a feedback loop so that the tethered insects fly close
to natural flight condition. The lift- and drag-polar were measured on a dissected wing placed near the boundary layer of the wind tunnel to create a gradient flow over the wing to mimic the velocity gradient along a rotating wing. After sorting through more than 600 sets of observations and carrying out complete analysis of four sets, they concluded that the averaged force predicted by the blade-element theory is consistent with experimental measurements within the error bar. This is probably the best one can do in applying quasi-steady analysis to forward flight. In later work, Weis-Fogh (1973) further devised a quick method to analyze hovering insects and again found that averaged lift coefficients predicted by quasi-steady analysis in most hovering insects, including bumblebees, are about 1, except in dragonflies and hoverflies.

Although the quasi-steady analysis provides a simple framework for quantitative prediction of the forces in insect flight and a useful reference point with which later experimental and computational forces (Choupeau et al. 1979, Dickinson et al. 1999, Wang 2004a) can be compared, the fact that the predicted averaged lift coefficient is about 1 does not prove that insects use the steady-state principle. This view was emphasized in an extensive review of literature by Ellington (1984) and subsequent reviews (Ellington 1995, Dickinson 1996, Maxworthy 1981, Spedding 1992). There are at least four reasons to go beyond Weis-Fogh’s framework. First, the experiments of Cloupeau et al. (1979) measured the unsteady forces and found that although the averaged lift in their experiments agrees with Weis-Fogh & Jensen’s results, the detailed force varies from the quasi-steady prediction based on the blade-element theory. A similar discrepancy was found in a sphingid moth (Wilkin & Williams 1993). Thus, it is necessary to address the unsteady effects in order to understand the precise time course of the forces on a live insect wing. Second, other measurements of lift-drag polar of insect wings in wind tunnels (Dudley & Ellington 1990, Nachtigall 1977, Vogel 1967b) found the maximum lift coefficient less than the value reported by Jensen (1956). This discrepancy requires an explanation. Third, the anomalously high-lift coefficients (2–6) estimated for dragonflies (Ellington 1984, Norberg 1975) and hoverflies also deserves further investigation, especially considering that these insects are some of the best hoverers. Fourth, on a more general level, the insect wing motion consists of acceleration and rotation (pronation and supination), which were omitted in Weis-Fogh’s quasi-steady theory. So the next natural step is to study the effects associated with these features and find out whether their effects are significant.

To probe the unsteady flows and forces on flapping wings at Reynolds number about $10^2$ to $10^3$, biologists developed experiments of mechanic wings dynamically scaled up from a hawkmoth (Ellington et al. 1996) and a fruit fly (Dickinson et al. 1999). In parallel, computer codes were developed to solve the Navier-Stokes equation around a moving wing. Three-dimensional (3D) general-purpose codes that have been applied to insect flight were based on the method of artificial compressibility (Liu et al. 1998, Sun & Tang 2002), the finite element method (Ramamurti & Sandberg 2002), and the immersed boundary method (Wang et al. 2003). See also articles by Mittal & Iaccarino in this volume. These methods permit prescriptions
of complex and flexible geometries. The trade-off is that they are relatively expensive and it is difficult to achieve high-order accuracy. Improvements of these methods remain to be a challenge in computational fluid dynamics. Alternatively, one can take a two-dimensional (2D) slice of the problem, which can be solved with higher-order and efficient schemes (Russell & Wang 2003, Wang 2000b), to study the basic mechanisms in flapping flight and determine whether the results compare with the experiments (Wang et al. 2004a; D. Russell & Z.J. Wang, in preparation). The development of recent tools enabled quantitative cross-comparison of flows (Wang et al. 2004a) and forces (Sun & Tang 2002, Ramamurti & Sandberg 2002, Wang et al. 2004a; D. Russell & Z. Wang, in preparation) between experiments and computations, comparison of 2D and 3D systems (Wang et al. 2004a), as well as construction of simple models of fluid forces (Minotti 2002, Pesavento & Wang 2004, Sane & Dickinson 2002). In addition, experiments inspired by flapping flight (Pesavento & Wang 2004, Vandenbergh et al. 2004; A. Andersen, U. Pesavento & Z. Wang, submitted) also offered a new perspective of the problem.

Here we review recent experimental, computational, and theoretical progress in “taking the insects apart” to scrutinize the forces and flows around a flapping wing. These new results helped us to solve some of the old puzzles, deduce intuitive pictures, and gain insights about the physical mechanisms underlying the flapping flight.

For a historical perspective of research on insect flight, see reviews by Weis-Fogh & Jensen (1956), Maxworthy (1981), Ellington (1984), Spedding (1992), and Dickinson (1996); for additional discussions of some of the literatures reviewed here, see recent reviews by Sane (2003) and Lehman (2004); for a biological perspective of insect flight, see the books by Pringle (1957), Nachtigall (1974), Brodsky (1994), Vogel (1994), and Dudley (1998); and for a more mathematical treatment of some of the classical biofluidynamics problems, see Lighthill (1975) and Childress (1981).

2. SCALES AND THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The flows around birds and insects can be considered incompressible: The Mach number is typically 1/300 and the wing frequency is about 10–10³ Hz. The governing equation is the Navier-Stokes equation subject to the no-slip boundary condition:

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla)\mathbf{u} = -\nabla p + \nu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\mathbf{u}_{bd} = \mathbf{u}_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(\mathbf{u}(x, t)\) is the flow field, \(p\) the pressure, \(\rho\) the density of the fluid, \(\nu\) the kinematic viscosity, \(\mathbf{u}_{bd}\) the velocity at the boundary, and \(\mathbf{u}_s\) the velocity of the
solid. By choosing a length scale, $L$, and velocity scale, $U$, the equation can be expressed in nondimensional form containing the Reynolds number, $Re = \frac{UL}{\nu}$.

There are two obvious differences between an insect wing and an airfoil: An insect wing is much smaller and it flaps. Take a dragonfly as an example. Its chord ($c$) is about 1 cm, its wing length ($l$) about 4 cm, and its wing frequency ($f$) about 40 Hz. The tip speed ($u$) is about 1 m/s, and the corresponding Reynolds number, $Re = \frac{uc}{\nu}$ about $10^3$. At the smaller end, a Chalcid wasp has a wing length of about 0.5–0.7 mm and beats its wing at about 400 Hz. Its Reynolds number is about 25. The range of Reynolds number in insect flight is about 10 to $10^4$, which lies in between the two limits that are convenient for theories: inviscid steady flows around an airfoil and Stokes flow experienced by a swimming bacterium. For this reason, this intermediate range is not well understood. On the other hand, it is perhaps the most ubiquitous regime among the things we see. Falling leaves and seeds, fishes, and birds all encounter unsteady flows similar to that seen around an insect.

In addition to the Reynolds number, there are at least two other relevant dimensionless parameters. A wing has three velocity scales: the flapping velocity with respect to the body ($u$), the forward velocity of the body ($U_0$), and the pitching velocity ($\Omega c$). The ratios of them form two dimensionless variables, $\frac{U_0}{u}$ and $\frac{\Omega c}{u}$, the former is often referred to as the advance ratio, and it is also related to the reduced frequency, $f c / U_0$.

3. WING MOTION

3.1. Observations

If an insect wing is rigid, for example, a Drosophila wing is approximately so (Vogel 1967a), its motion relative to a fixed body can be described by three variables: the position of the tip in spherical coordinates, $(\Theta(t), \Phi(t))$, and the pitching angle $\Psi(t)$, about the axis connecting the root and the tip. This representation is used by Wang et al. (2003), Wakeling & Ellington (1997), and Zanack (1972) in their experimental measurements. To estimate the aerodynamic forces based on blade-element analysis, it is also necessary to determine the angle of attack ($\alpha$). The typical angle of attack at 70% wingspan ranges from 25° to 45° in hovering insects (Ellington 1984), and about 15° in hummingbirds (Jensen 1956). Despite the wealth of data available for many insects, relatively few experiments report the time variation of $\alpha$ during a stroke. They include wind tunnel experiments of a tethered locust (figure III. 8 in Jensen 1956) and a tethered fly (figure 26 in Nachtigall 1966), and free hovering flight of a fruit fly (figure 2 in Fry et al. 2003). The stroke angle is described well by a sinusoidal motion or the first few Fourier modes (Fry et al. 2003, Wakeling & Ellington 1997; D. Russell & Z. Wang, in preparation), but the angle of attack is relatively constant after pronation and supination. Figure 1 shows the wing motions of a tethered dragonfly recently taken in our lab (D. Russell & Z. Wang, in preparation).
Because they are relatively easy to measure, the wing-tip trajectories have been reported more frequently. Marey (1868a) saw a figure eight, which was later argued to be an artifact of tethered flight. For example, Hollick (1940) selected only flight sequences that produced enough lift to support a weight, and found the wing tip followed an elliptical shape. Noncrossing shapes were also reported for other insects (Ellington 1984; Fry et al. 2003; Jensen 1956; Nachtigall 1966, 1974; Willmott & Ellington 1997a). Regardless of their exact shapes, the plugging-down motion indicates that insects may use aerodynamic drag in addition to lift to support its weight (Wang 2004). This role of lift and drag will be discussed in sections 8.3 and 9.
An insect wing is not entirely rigid, as evident in the still images of insects in natural flight (Dalton 1975). Some wings twist along the span similar to a helicopter blade; the angle of attack is the greatest at the wing base and decrease toward the tip (see review by Ellington 1984). For a helicopter wing, such a design ensures that the effective angle of attack is the same along the wingspan. In a few insects, hoverflies, flies, and butterflies, a torsional wave, where the wave progresses toward the wing base, was reported.

Wing interactions are most evident during clap-and-fling of a small wasp Encarsia Formosa discovered by Weis-Fogh (1973). A high Reynolds number version of this interaction was investigated by Lighthill (1973) and Maxworthy (1979). The readers are referred to the previous annual review by Maxworthy (1981) for details. The clap-and-fling is also often seen in butterflies. Another kind of interaction is the fore- and hind-wing interaction seen in dragonfly flight, indicated by the variations of the phase-relation between them during different maneuvers (Alexander 1984, Ruppell 1989). Computations of Sun & Lan (2004) showed that the fore-hind wing interaction is weak and can even be detrimental to the net vertical force generation. Russell & Wang (in preparation) noted similarly weak dependence in term of the force; however, they found that the hovering efficiency can be improved by modulating the phase relation between the fore and the hind wing.

3.2. Prescribed Motions

Many recent studies focused on prescribed motions that are designed to capture the main features of the flapping motions seen in insects. They include back and forth strokes along a horizontal (section 8.2) or an inclined (section 8.3) stroke plane, as well as up and down strokes against wind (section 7).

3.3. Free Motions

A different approach to flapping flight is to set the wing free and let it flap or fly in response to its interaction with the fluids. Partially free flapping motions have been studied in the context of a silk thread suspended in soap film (Zhang et al. 2000), symmetry breaking in a vertically oscillating wing (Vendenberghe et al. 2004), fish motion behind a cylinder (Liao et al. 2003), and a pair of wings driven by periodic forces applied to the roots (Wang et al. 2003). A fully passive flight was studied in free-falling paper and plates (Pesavento & Wang 2004; A. Andersen, U. Pesavento & Z. Wang, submitted).

4. CLASSICAL THEORY OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES

A wing moving in fluids experiences a fluid force. Following the convention in aerodynamics, the force component normal to the direction of the far field flow relative to the wing is referred to as lift (L), and the force component in the opposite
Figure 2  (a) Definition of aerodynamic lift and drag, (b) a stalled plate with velocity discontinuity springing from both edges of the plate as in the theory of Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, and Rayleigh.

direction of the flow is drag ($D$) (Figure 2a). At the Reynolds numbers considered here, an appropriate force unit is $\frac{1}{2}\rho U^2 S$, where $\rho$ is the density of the fluid, $S$ the wing area, and $U$ the wing speed. The dimensionless forces are called lift ($C_L$) and drag ($C_D$) coefficients,

$$C_L(\alpha) = \frac{L}{\frac{1}{2}\rho U^2 S}, \quad C_D(\alpha) = \frac{D}{\frac{1}{2}\rho U^2 S}. \quad (4)$$

$C_L$ and $C_D$ are constants only if the flow is steady.

A special class of objects such as airfoils may reach a steady state when it slices through the fluid at a small angle of attack. In this case, the inviscid flow around an airfoil can be approximated by a potential flow satisfying the no-penetration boundary condition. The Kutta-Joukowski theory of a 2D airfoil further assumes that the flow leaves the sharp trailing edge smoothly, and this determines the total circulation around an airfoil. The corresponding lift is given by Bernoulli’s law (Blasius theorem):

$$C_L = 2\pi \sin \alpha, \quad C_D = 0. \quad (5)$$

Detailed calculations can be found in most fluid dynamics textbooks (see, for example, Glauert 1947, Prandtl & Tietjens 1957, von Karman & Burgers 1963). Back-of-envelope calculations based on particles bouncing off the plate, as was used by Newton, would predict a $\sin^2 \alpha$ dependence, much smaller than the actual lift at small $\alpha$. This would eliminate planes and birds as flying machines. What was not captured in Newton’s theory is the singular change of the flow near the edges of the plate when the wing tilts up just slightly against the flow. This singular change was modeled mathematically by the Kutta condition in the Kutta-Joukowski theory.

The steady state typically exists up to an angle of about 15°, above which the flow separates, the lift drops, the drag increases, the airplane stalls, and the theory fails. To know when stall happens, wind-tunnel experiments are carried out to measure the lift-drag characteristics. For each airfoil, a lift-drag polar (lift plotted against drag with $\alpha$ marked on the curve) is pretty much all there is to know about
its performance. For example, one can read off the gliding angle or its efficiency in forward flight, both of which are related to the lift-to-drag ratio at a fixed angle.

The second special case is a plate moving in the direction almost normal to itself (Figure 2b). The theory of Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, and Rayleigh assumes that the velocity discontinuity springs from both edges of the plate. Behind the plate is a region of dead water. This predicts a force normal to the plate (von Karman & Burgers 1963),

\[ C_L = \pi \sin 2\alpha / (4 + \pi \sin \alpha) \]
\[ C_D = \pi \sin^2 \alpha / (4 + \pi \sin \alpha). \]

Because it assumes the pressure behind the plate to be the same as that at infinity, which is an overestimate, it under-predicts the drag.

Many classical unsteady airfoil theories are further developments of the Kutta-Joukowski theory. For example, Wagner (1925) and von Karman & Sears (1938) developed theories for nonuniform motion. For a review of modeling of aquatic and animal locomotion employing classical theories, see Lighthill (1973) and Wu (2001).

5. AERODYNAMIC FORCE DETERMINED FROM A VORTEX WAKE

The force on a wing can, in theory, be determined by tracking the flow momentum in the wake. This view of momentum balance was useful in studies of helicopters and is also adopted theoretically (Ellington 1984; Rayner 1979a, 1979b) and experimentally (Freymuth et al. 1991, Spedding et al. 2003) to calculate the force in flapping flight. General formulas relating aerodynamic forces and moments to rates of change of vorticity moments in the fluid were derived in Wu (1981). The appeal of this approach is that one does not have to follow the details of the wing motion and wing shape. The vortex wake is a “footprint” of a traveling insect and gives an intuitive picture of the net force, as is seen in Figures 4 and 6. On the other hand, it is quite a task to track all the splashes in a fluid and thus difficult to obtain accurate quantitative measurements. The forces reported in the following sections are direct measurements on a wing or computed by integrating the stress tensor along the wing surface.

6. QUANTIFYING UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC FORCES

A wing moving in an arbitrary manner inevitably falls outside the conditions required by classical theories. For example, an insect wing motion differs from a translating or rotating classical airfoil in at least three respects: (a) the mean angle of attack during each half stroke is higher than the stalled angle, (b) the
wing reverses its course and pitches periodically, and (c) the wing accelerates and decelerates near wing reversal. The following sections describe recent experimental and computational work in understanding the consequences of these differences.

6.1. Unsteady Force on a Steady Translating Wing

In general, the force on a steady translating wing is unsteady at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. A familiar example is flow past a cylinder or an inclined plate, where the wake consists of a train of von Karman vortices. Thus $C_L$ and $C_D$ are no longer constants, but functions of time. The steady-state $C_L$ and $C_D$ measured from wind-tunnel experiments are the averaged values in the von Karman shedding state. To follow the time history of force for a plate starting from rest, either a towing tank or direct numerical simulations is needed.

Francis & Cohen (1933) measured the transient lift on a stalled airfoil in a towing tank and found that its peak value was about 50% higher than the maximum steady-state value obtained in a wind tunnel. This brief lift enhancement is associated with the formation of the leading-edge vortex on the upper surface of the wing before it rolls off, a phenomenon known as the dynamic stall.

The Reynolds number in the experiment of Francis & Cohen (1933) was about $10^5$. To investigate dynamic stall at low Reynolds number (about 200), typical of a fruit fly, Dickinson & Götz (1993) measured the transient forces on an impulsively started plate and compared the instantaneous force coefficients after 2 and 7 chords of travel. The difference between the two is small below the angle of attack $13.5^\circ$, above which the force measured at 2 chords is higher. At the maximum lift, the difference is about 50%.

One can also run a similar towing experiment on a computer sufficiently long to reach the shedding state so that the transient value can be compared with the averaged values in the shedding state. Figure 3 shows computed flow and forces around an impulsively started ellipse at angle of attack $\alpha = 40^\circ$ and at $Re = 1000$ moving over 20 chords (Wang 2000b). The sharp gradient in region A is due to the impulsive start. Region B corresponds to the rollup of the vortex sheet near the tips of the ellipse. Region C shows a temporary plateau in the force before the leading-edge vortex is shed, and region D shows the periodic force associated with the von Karman wake. The onset of the shedding in this case occurs in about 4 chords of travel, which is consistent with that found by Dickinson & Götz (1993). The difference between the force in the plateau and the averaged value in the shedding state is again about 50%.

Early measurements on insect wings were typically obtained in wind-tunnel experiments and thus are averaged values in the shedding state. An insect wing reverses periodically and, thus, may not experience the steady-state value. We come back to the timescale for the onset of vortex shedding in the discussions of the stability of the leading-edge vortex in section 6.2 and variations of flapping frequency with wing size in Section 7.
Figure 3  An impulsively started ellipse of aspect ratio $\frac{1}{8}$ with an angle of attack $40^\circ$ and $Re = 1000$. Top: Vorticity contour plot. Bottom: Lift coefficient in the dynamic stall regime. Inset: Lift coefficient over a longer time period, up to the von Karman shedding state (Wang 2000b).
6.2. Two-Dimensional Translating Wing versus Three-Dimensional Flapping Wing About its Root

An insect wing flaps about its root while translating forward. Thus, unlike a linearly translating wing, it has a velocity gradient along the wingspan. This difference between a flapping and a translating wing has been under much discussion recently after Ellington and coworkers (Ellington et al. 1996, Willmott & Ellington 1997a) observed a conical leading-edge vortex with a strong spanwise flow on a dynamically scaled-up mechanic hawkmoth wing at $Re \sim 5000$. Many discussions in the recent literature refer to this spanwise flow as the 3D effect of a flapping wing, which is different from the 3D end effects often discussed in a translating airfoil. In the flapper experiment, the leading-edge vortex remains stable until just after the mid-stroke, and then it breaks down at 60% to 70% span. The tip region separates from the wing during the latter half of the down stroke (Ellington et al. 1996). The conical-shape vortex was previously seen in Maxworthy’s (1979) experimental study of clap-and-fling mechanism using two delta wings. Birch & Dickinson (2001) observed a much smaller spanwise flow, about 2% to 5% of the tip velocity over a dynamically scaled mechanic fruit fly wing at $Re \sim 150$. In their case, the leading-edge vortex is robust; inserting fences to partition the leading edge resulted in no significant alteration of the forces. The difference between these two experiments may be due to the difference in the Reynolds number.

Another notable difference between a revolving wing and a translating wing is the absence of von Karman vortex shedding in the case of a revolving wing even after a full rotation (Dickinson et al. 1999, Usherwood & Ellington 2002a). Two hypotheses have been given. Ellington et al. (1996) suggested that the spanwise flow convects the vorticity out to the wing tip and prevents the leading-edge vortex from accumulating into a large vortex that would be unstable in two dimensions. This effect of spanwise flow was also discussed in the stall characteristics of a rotor blade under somewhat different conditions (Harris 1996, Schlichting 1979), where the data was taken for angle of attack typically less than 20°. Observing relatively small spanwise flow in their experiment, Birch & Dickinson (2001) suggested that the downwash would reduce the effective angle of attack and thus enhance the leading-edge stability. Here we suggest that the absence of the von Karman wake may also be a consequence of the fact that the velocity at the root is zero in these experiments. The vortex line is pinned to the root and cannot shed. If the revolving wing is translating at $U_0$, as with forward flight, one expects that the timescale associated with shedding is inversely proportional to $U_0$ and that the conical shape becomes more cylindrical. This might explain the cylindrical leading edge seen on a forward-flying butterfly wing (Srygley & Thomas 2002).

Although a continuously revolving wing is of interest in its own right, it is different from a flapping wing fixed at the root. In the latter case, the wing reverses periodically and a new leading-edge vortex is generated in each half stroke. Whether an insect wing can take advantage of the dynamic stall depends on the relative values of the flapping period and the transient timescale associated with
dynamic stall, or equivalently, of the distances traveled in these two timescales. Hovering flight compiled by Weis-Fogh (1973) (in his table 4) shows that the ratios of stroke-arc to wing-chord of different species, including bats, birds, butterflies and moths, wasp and bees, and flies, have values less than 4. Beetles have values between 5 and 6. These are comparable with the transient scale seen in a 2D translational wing, shown in Figure 3, and also, curiously, with the timescale seen in the vortex ring generation (Mohensi & Gharib 1998). One then expects that these insects can take advantage of dynamic stall even in 2D without the absolute stability of the leading-edge vortex (Wang et al. 2004a).

Computed forces on a 2D and 3D flapping wing show relatively small differences, despite the differences in the leading-edge vortex structures. For example, Sun & Lan (2004) found that the force on a 3D dragonfly wing matches those forces obtained in 2D computations (Wang 2000a). The averaged vertical force coefficient in 3D is about 20% less than in 2D. The smaller value in 3D is consistent with the classical picture of lift reduction due to the tip vortex. In addition, Wang et al. (2004a) found good agreement between forces and flow (Figure 4) in experiments and 2D computations in a family of normal hovering.

### 6.3. Lift-Drag Polar at Full Range of Angle of Attack

Given that lift and drag are functions of time, the classical lift-drag polar cannot do full justice to the complexity of force and flow. Nonetheless, it is instructive to see the difference in the values obtained under different conditions for different wings, as compiled in figure 9 of Sane (2003). Overall, 2D steady-state averaged force is smaller than 2D max transient force by about 50%, as explained in section 6.1, 2D transient forces are roughly the same as 3D transient forces up to an angle of attack about 72°, and 3D transient forces are roughly the same as 3D steady-state forces. Three-dimensional steady force is slightly lower than 2D transient force, likely because of downwash due to tip vortices. An empirical fit of a semi-elliptical lift-drag polar in the full range of angle of attack can be described by (Wang et al. 2004a)

\[
C_L = A \sin 2\alpha, \quad (8)
\]

\[
C_D = B - C \cos 2\alpha, \quad (9)
\]

where A, B, and C are constants that depend on the Reynolds number, the wing shape, etc. At small \( \alpha \), \( \sin 2\alpha \sim 2\sin \alpha \) and the \( 2\alpha \) dependence is consistent with the symmetry of a plate and with the theoretical prediction of lift and drag of a stalled wing.

The maximum lift coefficient on an insect wing obtained in most wind-tunnel measurements was less than 1 (Dudley & Ellington 1990, Nachtigall 1977, Vogel 1967b) except for Jensen’s (1956) results. The key difference between Jensen’s and other wind-tunnel experiments is that he placed the wing near the boundary layer to simulate the gradient of velocity on a rotating wing. Usherwood & Ellington
Figure 4  Comparison of computed vorticity in a normal hovering against robotic wing experiments. Re = 150. The end-to-end amplitude to chord ratio is 4.8. Ten frames are shown in the fourth stroke. Red corresponds to counter-clockwise rotating vortices and blue clockwise rotating vortices. The wing is in black. The first and third columns are computed vorticity, and the second and fourth columns are digital particle image velocimetry data in a two-dimensional slice at 65% span of a robotic wing. The time sequence is indicated by the numbers on each plate (Wang et al. 2004a).

(2002b) suggested that Jensen was effectively measuring the steady-state drag polar of a revolving wing, which has a value closer to the transient force.

6.4. An Acceleration Wing

In a reciprocal motion, a wing must decelerate and accelerate. For power-law impulsively accelerated flow, it is possible to obtain some analytical approximations. The force on a linearly accelerating airfoil was first analyzed by Wagner (1925) using a conformal mapping method. For an impulsively started wing, it predicts
a delay in acquiring the final steady-state circulation and lift, which were verified experimentally (Walker 1931). For a linearly accelerating wing, it predicts an initial force that is the sum of the half of the quasi-steady-state lift plus an added mass, which compares well with the direct numerical simulations (Pullin & Wang 2004).

Wagner’s theory was meant to be applied to small angle of attack. To treat the full range of angle of attack, both the leading- and trailing-edge vortex sheets must be included. Jones (2003) formulated the separated flow around a moving plate using a regularized boundary-integral representation and obtained numerical solutions at angles of attack close to 90°. Pullin & Wang (2004) were able to obtain an analytic approximation of the forces at all angles of attack by modeling the leading- and trailing-edge vortices with self-similar spiral vortex sheets (Pullin 1978). Their theory provides a good prediction of the force (both lift and drag) at large angle of attack, and it also predicts a singular time dependence of the force coefficients at \( t = 0 \), which may be related to parts of force peaks seen near the wing reversal in hovering motions (section 8.2).

7. FORWARD-FLAPPING FLIGHT

An up-down symmetrically flapping wing can fly into a head wind, and this provides a basis for forward flight at high Reynolds numbers. This nonintuitive result can be explained by the fact that the aerodynamic force is roughly normal to the relative flow when the Reynolds number is sufficiently high. The aerodynamic lift has a forward component in both the up and down strokes (Figure 5). Alternatively, the signature of thrust can be seen in the wake of a flapping wing, which consists of a reversed von Karman wake (Figure 5) that carries the fluid momentum away from the wing, thus propelling the wing forward (von Karman & Burgers 1963). Classical analysis for forward flight can be found in Glauert (1929). Below we focus on two lessons drawn from the studies of the simplest form of forward flight related to the understanding of insect flight.

7.1. Transitional Reynolds Number and Symmetry Breaking

In Stokesian regime (\( \text{Re} = 0 \)), the up-down symmetric flapping discussed above generates a drag instead. How large does the Reynolds number have to be so that the same motion generates a thrust? Or roughly how big does an organism have to be so that it can fly forward by flapping up and down? To investigate the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the thrust, Childress & Dudley (2004) examined the swimming speed of swimming mollusc which use both ciliated surfaces and a pair of flapping wings. They found that the flapping dominates the locomotion above Reynolds number in the range of 5–15. Their analysis of the theoretical model based on the Oseen equation further suggested that the transition from Stokesian realm to forward flight should be regarded as bifurcation from rest with
Figure 5  Forward flight. Top: Vorticity field (reversed von Karman wake) shed by a symmetric flapping wing in forward flight at three frequencies (Wang 2000b). Bottom: The schematic of the thrust generation, which is the forward component of aerodynamic lift.
respect to \( \text{Re}_{\omega} = \frac{\omega c^2}{\nu} \). The experiments of a symmetric oscillating plate show the transitional value to be about 20–55 (Vandenberghe et al. 2004). In the experiment, the wing finds its own equilibrium forward flight speed above the critical \( \text{Re}_{\omega} \). The effect of Reynolds number (Re) on the thrust was also studied in (Wang 2000a and Miller & Peskin 2004).

A related symmetry breaking is studied in a butterfly model (Iima & Yanagita 2001).

7.2. Flapping Frequency and Timescale for Vortex Shedding

Birds and fish flap more slowly than insects, which are smaller. The same inverse relation occurs in insects. The data compiled by Greenewalt (1962) show such an inverse scaling with the exponent about 1 over a size range of 3 decades. The flapping frequency no doubt is dictated by muscle frequency, but because the wing is also coupled to the fluid, it is worth asking whether there is an aerodynamic basis for such a scaling. To investigate this, Wang (2000b) studied the force generation in a family of symmetric flapping motion and found that the averaged thrust is maximal at a fixed reduced frequency \( St_c = \frac{f c}{U_0} \). Because \( U_0 \) was kept constant, this implies an inverse scaling between the wing size (\( c \)) and frequency (\( f \)). Essentially, the wing should not flap slower than the time it takes to shed the leading-edge vortex. This timescale is proportional to the chord, hence the inverse relation between the flapping frequency and the wing size. Later numerical studies confirmed a similar scaling (Lewin & Haj-Hariri 2003). Experiments of oscillating foils including pitching can achieve higher efficiency than the pure symmetric motions discussed here (Anderson et al. 1998).

8. HOVERING

Hovering is an extreme mode of flight where the forward velocity is zero. Insects must figure out how to draw clean air from the ambient flow and manage to get rid of the “messy vortices” to obtain a periodic force. Figure 6 shows the creation of a downward jet by an idealized dragonfly hovering motion (Wang 2000a). The combination of translational and rotational motion solves two problems: to create a dipole, and to get rid of it. A succession of vortex dipoles (or rings in 3D) carries the fluid momentum downward, thereby keeping an insect aloft.

8.1. Two Hovering Styles

In an extensive survey, Weis-Fogh (1973) noticed that most hovering insects, including fruit flies, bees, and beetles, employ symmetric back-and-forth strokes near a horizontal plane. This motion resembles an airfoil or a helicopter wing motion, except that the wing reverses its course periodically. For this reason, Weis-Fogh referred to this style as “normal hovering.” A few insects, including some of the best hoverers, true hoverflies and dragonflies, employ asymmetric strokes along
Figure 6  Vorticity field created by a two-dimensional idealized dragonfly wing motion. The schematic on the bottom illustrates the modeled path of the wing section over one full stroke. Orange ovals are the downstroke, blue ones are the upstroke. The four panels on the top show the calculated vorticity generated by the wing (black) during the downstroke (first two panels) and the upstroke (next two panels). Blue represents clockwise vorticity; red represents counterclockwise vorticity. A pair of vortices is tossed down in each wing beat. The lift calculated from the two-dimensional airflows in this model is sufficient to support the weight of a hovering dragonfly (Wang 2000a).
an inclined stroke plane, resembling a rowing motion, where the force is primarily generated during the down stroke (Figure 7).

This classification has influenced subsequent research in several ways. First, one might argue that because most insects use “normal hovering,” it deserves our main attention. Indeed, most experiments and computations have focused on hovering along a horizontal stroke plane (Dickinson et al. 1999, Ellington et al. 1996, Sun & Tang 2002, Wang et al. 2004a). Second, because the upstroke generates little force, one might speculate that the asymmetric strokes are less efficient compared to normal hovering (Weis-Fogh 1973). We re-examine this in section 9.

8.2. Normal Hovering: Dynamic Stall, Rotation, Acceleration, and Wing-Wake Interactions

Using a controlled robotic wing experiment, Dickinson et al. (1999) systematically studied the fluid forces in a family of normal hovering. The motion consists of relatively constant translational velocity in the mid-stroke and rapid accelerations and wing pitch near wing reversal. Thus, during the mid-stroke, the force is dominated by the translational force in dynamic stall regime, whereas near the wing reversal, the force is affected by wing rotation and acceleration. By varying the timing of the rotation with respect to translation, they identified the sources of the force peaks near the wing reversal. One peak depends on the phase between rotation and translation, which is called the rotational force. Its magnitude can be estimated by $C_l U \times \Omega$ (Sane & Dickinson 2002). This has the same form as the lift of a translating and pitching airfoil with small amplitudes (Munk 1925). The second peak is independent of the phase delay and occurs immediately after the wing reversal. This was interpreted as a wake capture. The contribution due to these peaks can be as high as 35% of the total force in some cases. Sun & Tang (2002) computed the forces using similar kinematics to those in Dickinson et al. (1999)
and reported negligible signs of wing-wake interaction after seeing little difference between the force in the first stroke (in the absence of the wake) and in the stroke after the wing reversal. Instead, Sun & Tang (2002) found that these force peaks depend on the acceleration. In contrast, Birch & Dickinson (2003) found noticeable difference in the first and fourth strokes. This discrepancy still requires further investigation.

Theoretically, both the acceleration and wing-wake interaction must have an effect on the forces. However, these effects have eluded simple quantitative prediction, thus making it difficult to estimate their relative strengths. In potential theory, the effect of acceleration can be separated into the classical added mass (Lamb 1945, Sedov 1965) and the force due to shed vorticity (Wagner 1925). With an impulsively accelerated wing, the latter dominates (Pullin & Wang 2004).

It is not clear that the force peaks associated with acceleration are necessarily advantageous to insect flight; the average of the added mass is zero for periodic translational motions, and the simulations of Sun & Tang (2002) show both positive and negative spikes in the lift coefficient, relative to the mean-cycle value, during wing reversal. Another effect worth noting is that an increase in aerodynamic lift due to these unsteady effects is typically accompanied by an increase in drag, see figure 1D in Dickinson et al. (1999) and figure 7 in Wang et al. (2004a). This correlation between the two force components makes sense because the unsteady force in a stalled flow is roughly normal to the wing. This implies that lift enhancement due to these unsteady mechanisms comes at a cost.

8.3. Hovering Along an Inclined Stroke Plane: Dragonfly Flight

Dragonfly hovering was considered an exception to normal hovering because of its use of an up and down asymmetric stroke. Quick estimates based on the blade-element theory predicted an anomalously large lift coefficient, 3.5–6 (Norberg 1975, Weis-Fogh 1973), compared to 1 for normal hovering insects (table 5 in Weis-Fogh 1973). Later inclusion of induced flow in a momentum theory predicted a similarly high value (Ellington 1984). Savage et al. (1979) investigated the effect of the leading-edge vortex using a point vortex model and suggested that its presence was sufficient to explain the required force. Azuma et al. (1985) suggested that the details of dragonfly wing and motion might be what is needed to explain the missing lift. In addition, a few authors have suggested that these unusually high force coefficients might not be unreasonable and could be due to unsteady mechanisms (Somps & Luttges 1985, Freymuth et al. 1991). Somps & Luttges (1985) reported that the peak vertical forces of a tethered dragonfly are about 15–20 times its body weight. Freymuth et al. (1991) estimated the forces on a hovering mechanic wing, based the velocity at far field, and reported a lift coefficient to be 2–7 in normal hovering, although they did not show the force coefficients in dragonfly-like wing motion. On the contrary, 2D computations of dragonfly flight found the vertical force coefficient to be about 2 (normalized by rms value of the velocity), sufficient to support a typical weight of a dragonfly (Wang 2000a). A value of about 2
was also stated in a preliminary 2D computation (Gustavson & Leben 1991) and reported in a recent 3D computation of dragonfly flight (Sun & Lan 2004).

Recently, Wang (2004) suggested that the anomalously large coefficients are a consequence of underestimating drag. In the previous quasi-steady analyses, drag was assumed to be much smaller than lift. For example, the lift-to-drag ratio was assumed to be about 7 in Weis-Fogh (1973), and 6 in Norberg (1975). These were estimates based on the maximal value of lift-to-drag ratio from experiments on a locust wing (Jensen 1956). Ellington (1984) used the relation $C_{D, pro} \sim 7/\sqrt{Re}$ based on flow past a cylinder and deduced a value of 0.15–0.2 at $Re$ around $10^3$ for the profile drag coefficient. While these values might be reasonable at small angles of attack, they are underestimates of drag at stalled angles during the downstroke. In the case of hovering along an inclined stroke plane, the drag during down stroke can support about 76% of the weight (Wang 2004). Therefore, assuming a lift-to-drag ratio of 6.5 effectively ignores about 72% (76%–24%/6.5) of the net vertical force. This would require a factor of 4 increase in the lift coefficient to compensate. Including the appropriate amount of drag, Norberg’s (1975) estimate, $C_L \sim 3.5–6.1$, would lead to a lift coefficient of about 0.9–1.5, which is comparable to that of a normal hovering insect. Incidentally, the underestimate of drag would not affect the lift estimates in normal hovering, where the drag cancels in two consecutive half strokes.

9. LIFT, DRAG, AND EFFICIENCY

The separation of lift and drag was convenient for an airfoil for at least two reasons. First, at a small angle of attack, the lift is many times the drag. Second, in steady forward flight, the efficiency is measured by the lift-to-drag ratio. Neither of these applies to a hovering insect. At a large angle of attack, the lift and drag are of comparable magnitude. In addition, except in the case of a strictly horizontal stroke plane, the lift-to-drag ratio is no longer a measure of the efficiency (Wang 2004).

This discussion of lift and drag may, at first, seem a matter of semantics. Presumably an insect does not differentiate lift and drag. However, a reconsideration of the role of drag helps us to propose a strategy to improve hovering efficiency (Wang 2004). Instead of using both half strokes, take a half stroke and make it a down stroke by tilting the stroke plane such that the net force points vertically up (Figure 8). The upstroke simply returns to the starting position with a zero angle of attack. Consider a special limit, where we assume that the return stroke is free and the lift-to-drag ratio is 1; it follows that a half stroke consumes less power, by a factor of $\sqrt{2}/2$, than the full stroke to support a given weight.

This example has two implications. First, as mentioned in the introduction, the view of insect flight as “rowing” was dismissed because it was considered inefficient. However, if an insect wing has a constraint on the stroke amplitude and frequency, it might have to employ a large angle of attack to generate sufficient
forces. In this limit, the rowing-like stroke can be more efficient than the back-and-forth airfoil action. Second, a normal hovering along a strict horizontal stroke plane has an artifact that the drag is canceled in two half strokes. The wing-tip motion observed in insects, whether a figure eight, an ellipse, or a parabola, all have a plunging down portion during which the drag has an upward component. The deviation of the stroke plane from a horizontal plane is similar in spirit to rotating a half stroke in the above example.

10. PASSIVE FLAPPING FLIGHT

In the cases discussed so far, the wing follows our instructions. What happens if we let the wing go about its way in a fluid? Figure 9 shows a piece of free-falling paper in air, where a periodic motion rises without being prescribed nor driven by a periodic force (Pesavento & Wang 2004). In this sense, a piece of falling paper is a special case of flapping flight where the driving force is constant.

Free falling plates in a fluid can also be used to test models of fluid forces (Pesavento & Wang 2004; A. Andersen, U. Pesavento & Z.J. Wang, submitted). Tracking the fall of plates provides both its motion and the fluid force (determined from the acceleration). Interestingly, the force on the tumbling plate shown in Figure 9 is dominated by the term that scales $U \times \Omega$ rather than $U^2$, which is expected for classical Phugoids (Lanchester 1910). This is also in contrast with the force in prescribed motions, which are typically dominated by the term proportional to $U^2$ (Wang et al. 2004a).

An example where an insect wing can benefit from passive interactions with fluids is during wing rotation. Russell & Wang (in preparation) found that the pronation of a dragonfly wing is primarily due to fluid torque and thus is passive. This would explain a torsional wave from tip to root as seen in the experiments and previous observations described in section 3.1.
Figure 9  Falling Paper: Navier-Stokes Solutions, Model of Fluid Forces, and Center of Mass Elevation. Top: Falling paper filmed at 300 fps under windless conditions. Bottom: The Navier-Stokes solution of a tumbling ellipse. (a) Coordinate system, (b) trajectory of the chord (in red) in the first five periods released from rest, (c) instantaneous fluid forces (black) superposed on the chords (red), and (d) vorticity field at four instants during a full rotation (Pesavento & Wang 2004).
11. CONCLUDING REMARKS

“What force does an insect wing generate” has been the driving force behind much of the research described here. An innocent question, but a difficult one to answer. The difficulty is, in part, due to our lack of simple theories of unsteady fluids stirred by a moving geometry. In search for the answer, we are forced to explore solutions beyond the classical theories and develop appropriate tools. One hopes that the insight gained in studying insect flight might lead to our finding efficient ways to interact with fluids. Besides insects, birds, fish, leaves, flags, kites, sails, oars, and heart valves, all live in fluids and encounter a similar set of problems.

Understanding force generation on a flapping wing, though a difficult feat, is only a beginning of our understanding of insects or flapping flight in nature as a whole. “Why do insects or birds flap their wings the way they do?” and “how does flapping flight come about in the course of evolution?” For us who are bound to Earth, to fly like birds may always be a temptation. Fundamental to such an endeavor are efficiency and stability (Lanchester 1910, Lilienthal 1911). “Can flapping flight be more efficient and stable than a fixed-wing flight?”
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